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About This Game

Cross Pixels is a collection of over 350 handcrafted Picross Puzzles. It is a grid based puzzle game solvable through logic.
Other names for this kind of puzzles are Nonogram, Paint by number or logic square. The concept is easy to learn and well

explained in the optional tutorial. Use the numbers on every line of the grid and reveal the hidden picture.

No unlocking required. All the level are sorted into different sizes. Start with whatever you feel is appropriate for your skill
level. Solve levels with sizes of 5x5 up to 25x25 or even bigger ones in the workshop. Sizes up to 50x50 are possible.

Make your own puzzles. The included Editor allows you to easily create your own puzzles and share them with the community.
All levels are automatically checked if they are solvable and if the solution is unique.

Community: Cross Pixels integrates the Steam Workshop. This allows you to both play all the community created levels and to
share your own creations.

Triangle Game Mode: In addition to normal rectangle puzzles Cross Pixels offers Triangle Puzzles with which even
experienced Picross players can challenge themselves.

Player Comfort: We tried our very best to ensure that you can enjoy your time with Cross Pixels. Features like "undo" allow
you to easily correct mistakes. Next to the cursour the current number of blocks placed in the line is displayed to avoid

unnecessary counting. Several colours allow you to try out solutions if you are unsure, without the risk to forget where you had
already placed blocks. Adjustable autocomplete and coloured numbers features allow you to configure the game behaviour to

your liking and reduce unneccessary busy work.
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Hint: If you ever should get stuck our hint function may help you by pointing out possible steps and explaining the neccessary
concepts to you. Hints are given in multiple stages. First you'll find out where to look and then learn how to deduce new cells.

You don't have to use it but if you should ever need it, it will be there for you ;D

Features:

-Over 400 handcrafted levels
-Triangle Puzzles

-Hint functionality
-Level Editor (Create your own levels with custom sizes in between 5x5 and 50x50)

-Share your levels with the whole Steam Community (Workshop Integration)
-Unique Solution and the information if the puzzle is solvable through line logic or if you need more advanced techniques.

-Comfort Functions (undo, block counting, easy line drawing, autocomplete, coloured numbers...)
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crossword pixels. cross stitch pixels. cross pixels

diablo 3 in a 3 hour shooter. Really unique puzzle style and art design. The initial few puzzles you can sort of stumble through
relying on trial and error, but after a while you'll need to plan your way through the levels a bit. Once you do this, though, the
game gets much easier (not simpler, just easier) and with only 30 puzzles it was quite short.
Would definitely still recommend for anyone who enjoys games like Antichamber.

PS. Disoriented is not as good as Antichamber. Everyone should play Antichamber.. Game crashed. Not much to do. No way to
fail. wait on it or play banished. DANGERZONE!. game crashes in the middle of a specific mission no matter what. So, avoid
buying it as it seems very improbable that the deal-breaking bug will be fixed.... The game is far too simplistic. No interesting
deciscions have to be made, as almost all positive buildings can be build from the getgo.. If you liked games like the Impossible
Game and Super Hexagon, then you can watch the trailer and know that you will enjoy this.. Wow, nice deep beer and pretzels
game! Hope I see more of these games.. After patch 4 we have teleport locomotion, but my Vive controllers didn't work when I
press the button 90% of time during teleport attempts. Teleport works fine only with gamepad, so I play with him. I also teleport-
walk instead of driving and close eyes during up-down, so I play now without motion sickness.

Overall, I like this pretty good looking and relaxing game with puzzles and immersive walking around another planet.. Ok, lets
just say that this is the best train in TS (at the moment). The detail is increadible! ALL of the cab controls work, you get to refill
the Sanders and Mechanical Lubricaters and OPEN THE SMOKE BOX!
The Sounds are also excelent and match up with the excelent steam effects. The loco numbers are fully editible and comes with
a number of different pre-set locos including one with the blue headcodes for working in Scotland.
The coaches are very good and its fairly rare to get coaches on B1 bogies, although not the best avalible they are perfectly
acceptable but dont have a passenger view in the MK1s. There is also a MK2 supports coach that does have a passenger view
leaning out of the window. I will admit that the 16T Mineral wagons arn't very good and the brake van is one of the very old
ones.
But in terms of the Loco it is the best you can get at the moment and is well worth the money. If you dont know about the locos
then you will have to learn all the controls but apart from that it is truely excelent!
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Devs are cool and it's ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t that all of the negetive reviews are negetive because it is in early access.. Christian rulers
have needed some good chants for a while now, and I love this music pack. It's the first one I have liked enough to write a
review *and* buy for a friend.. Controls are a little funky, and when playing the shaman and using the speed boost spell, you can
barely run properly. I want to love this game, but can't. The initial airplane is such a lumbering dog and no fun to fly or fight in
at all and the missions have too many sections with no mid-game saving that I've never made it past the third mission. I was so
excited to see a Crimson Skies inspired game, but BOMB just doesn't cut it for me. Maybe later planes are good, but I've nver
got that far.

As a minor note the game text is full of typos and the UI is really basic and unfriendly, but I know the team are small and are
trying their best, so it pains me to not recommend this game, but I just don't enjoy it. :(. this game sucks. It's really hard to pin
this game into a genre. It's an exploratory puzzle game, but feels kinda like an idle game and definitely has a storyline. It's
uinque and quirky and if that sounds like something you might be interested in, I recommend it.

You can see my first impression playthrough here:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=c1ER8sdCeF4. Bad and boring.
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